The ethics of randomized clinical trials in pulmonary arterial hypertension.
Randomized clinical trials (RCTs) conducted during the past decade have shown that several therapies produce improvements in surrogate endpoints for patients with pulmonary arterial hypertension (PAH). Whether these therapies also influence clinical outcomes remains uncertain. These changes in the PAH landscape have raised several complex ethical issues regarding the conduct of RCTs in PAH, but to date, these issues have not been fully explored. In this article, we consider patients' potential motives for enrolling in PAH RCTs and identify those that are ethically acceptable. Second, we consider the efficiency of PAH RCTs-the ratio of the value of the information gained from RCTs to the risks and costs of obtaining it-and how this efficiency quotient contributes to a trial's ethics by enabling the fulfillment of patients' motives for participating. Third, we discuss the ethics of PAH RCTs using placebo control subjects versus those using active-treatment control subjects. Finally, we consider the ethical issues surrounding the roles of physician-investigators in PAH RCTs. We conclude with several recommendations, including (1) that investigators seek to ensure that patients enrolling in RCTs do so primarily to fulfill altruistic motives, (2) that research be conducted to determine the long-term risks associated with brief periods of withholding PAH therapies before further placebo-controlled trials without background therapies are conducted in PAH, and (3) that incentives for investigators to enroll more patients in PAH RCTs, such as enrollment-based authorship, be eliminated.